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Each month a guild, or any group of clayers, will present their wreath. Here are the details.

My guild (San Diego Polymer Clay Guild) is the guinea pig for something I'm doing
every month starting in February. Each month, a guild will have a theme to use to make
a "community" wreath. All guild members who are interested (and friends and family if
they want) will make items in that theme.

Wreath by Judi Maddigan

Here's how it works: I contact a guild and offer a choice of two themes.  At the next
guild meeting, the members vote on which theme they like. At the following meeting, all
the items are brought in to put on the wreath. The guild provided the wreath, made of
any material they choose and attach the items in any way they choose. At that meeting
or the next Clay Day, the wreath is assembled by guild members.

Wreath by Dar Beck

So, what is needed for the article are pictures of individual items, people working on
the wreath, if possible, and the finished wreath. Text would include the names of all
involved, anything funny or interesting that happened during collection or assembly,
and how the wreath was put together.  Once the wreath is assembled, it is up to each
guild to decide what will be done with it. They could choose to donate it to a charity, put
it in their raffle, sell in on eBay for group funds, or donate it to pcPolyzine to be sold.

Wreath by Maureen Carlson

Here are the themes I will be proposing for 2003:

February (SDPCG) Bugs Taken

March Buttons OR
Baby
Shower

(Proposed)

April Eggs OR
Flowers

May Mother's Day
OR Tea
Party

June At the Beach
OR Shoes

July Quilt OR
Critters

August Hawaiian
Sweet 16

September For Teacher
OR
Dollhouse 

October Fall Leaves
OR
Halloween

November Winter
Veggies OR
Thanksgiving

December Snowflakes
OR
Channukah

Any month that says "Proposed" is in process at a guild. Month specified refers to the month that the article is due
to pcPolyzine. If you have a group that would be interested in participating, email Kim.


